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Bernstein's theorem on weighted Besov spaces 
1 Introduction and preliminaries 
It is a well-known fact that the integrability of the Fourier transform of a function 
( or a distribution) is intimately related to its smoothness. The result of this type is 
usually called Bernstein's theorem. A most important result in this area is probably 
the Herz-Beurling theorem, which characterizes the Fourier transform of a distribution 
in the homogeneous Besov space B2,q (see [11]). The results of Herz [11] also improve 
the Hausdorff-Young theorem. Closely related to this latter theorem is the weighted 
estimate for the Fourier transform, which can be traced back to the theorem by Pitt 
and the uncertainty inequality. We refer to [13], [10], [1], [2], [8],[16], [17] for various 
such weighted estimates. In this note, which is one in a series of papers begun with 
[4] and devoted to a study of weighted function spaces, we propose to give a weighted 
version of Herz's results. The theorems we shall prove sharpen a number of weighted 
estimates mentioned above in the same manner as Herz's results did for the Hausdorff-
Young theorem. As an application of these theorems, we derive sufficient conditions for 
a function to be a multiplier on weighted Besov spaces with power weights. The results 
in this paper were announced in [7]. 
Next we shall define the function spaces needed in this paper. Let S(Rn) = S denote 
the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing test functions and S'(Rn) = S' its dual, the 
space of tempered distributions. The Fourier transform of a distribution f in S' is 
denoted by J or :Ff. 
Choose a function e in S with the following properties: 
A 1 
supp e ~ {2 ::; Ill ::; 2}; 
00 L 0(2-j l) = 1, Ill -1- o. 
j=-oo 
For each j = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , let 'fi be the function in S given by ~j(l) = 0(2-j l). 
Furthermore, let <I> ES be given by ~(e) + I:f=1 ~il) = 1 for all l E Rn. 
Let O < p < oo, 0 < q ::; oo, -oo < a < oo, and w be a weight function in the 
Muckenhoupt class A00 • Following J. Peetre [14], we define the weighted Besov spaces 
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and their homogeous versions, 
where jjgjjp,w = (]Rn jg(x)jPw(x)dx) l/p is the (quasi-)norm on the weighted Lebesgue 
space L'fn. We refer to [9] for properties of weight functions and to [4] for properties of 
the above weighted spaces. Note that the homogeneous spaces are defined modulo poly-
nomials, i.e., they are embedded in S'/P, the space of tempered distributions modulo 
polynomials. 
We also let H'f» denote the weighted Hardy space of all tempered distributions f for 
which 
llfllm~ = I sup l<ft * !Ill < oo, 
O<t<oo p,w 
where <p ES with Cef> = fRn <f(x)dx =f. 0, and 'Pt(x) = t-n<p(x/t). Note that, if f is a 
(measurable) function which has slow growth at infinity, i.e., there exists N > 0 for 
which 
then 
ll!llp,w ~ (l/lc<1>l)llfllm~ 
by Lebesgue differentiation theorem. 
Observe that, if w E Ap and 1 < p ~ 2, then we have the following continuous 
embeddings: 
BO,w CLP = HP C Bo,w. P,P - w w - p,2 
Similar results hold for homogeneous spaces if we interpret the embeddings modulo 
polynomials. 
In order to describe the integrability of distributions in the weighted Besov spaces, 
we shall introduce a weighted version of a scale of function spaces defined by C.S. Herz 
(see [11], [12], [3]). Letµ be a non-negative, measurable function (on Rn). Fix O < 1 < 
8 < oo, and let O < p < oo, 0 < q ~ oo and -oo < a < oo. Define 
IIJIIK<>,µ = r lf(x)jPµ(x)dx + ( )
lh 
p,q J{JxJs;S} 
( 
oo ( )q/p dt) l/q } J, fXP r lf(x)IPµ(x)dx - < 00 1 h·rts;JxJs;ot} t 
(with the usual interpretation when q = oo ). Then K~f is a quasi-Banach space. 
Moreover, K;,f does not depend on I or 8, and for different values for I and 8, the 
corresponding expressions on the right-hand side of the above give equivalent quasi-
norms. Below we shall list some further elementary properties of these spaces. 
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(a) If 1 < p:::; Aj+1 /Aj:::; O' < oo, j = 1,2, ... , then 
( l )q/p}l/q (\xiaJf(x )l)P µ( x )dx {>-j$lxl:$.\j+1} 
is an equivalent quasi-norm on K;,f, and f E K;,f if and only if (1 + \x\)°'f E I<i,·t 
(b) I<i:t = Lt (equivalent norms). 
( c) If O < q :::; r :::; oo, then 
!{ex,µ C !{ex,µ 
p,q - p,r . 
( d) Assume that there exist c > 0, d > 0 and t 0 > 0 such that 
r µ(x)dx:::;ctd 
j{lxl$t} 
for all t 2: t 0 . Then 
!{ex,µ C J{ex-d(l/p-l/r),µ 
r,q - p,q 
for all O < p :::; r < oo. 
The following C 00-version of Lusin's theorem in measure theory seems standard, 
however, since we could not find it in the literature, we shall include a proof for easy 
reference. We follow [15] for terminologies in measure theory. 
Proposition 1.1 Let X be a smooth} n-dimensional manifold} and let µ be a non-
negative} complete} regular measure on a O'-algebra M in X, which contains all open 
subsets of X, such that µ(K) < oo for all compact subsets I{ in X. Assume thats is a 
complex-valued simple function in X such that 
µ({x: s(x) =/= 0}) < oo. 
Then for every E > O} there exists g E 'D(X)) the space of all infinitely differentiable 
functions on X with compact supports} for which 
µ({x: g(x) =/= s(x)}) < E, 
sup \g(x)\ = sup \s(x)\. 
xEX xEX 
Consequently} 'D(X) is dense in Lt(X), 0 < p < oo. 
The results hold in particular when X is an open subset of Rn} M is the O'-algebra of 
Lebesgue measurable sets in X, and dµ(x) = w(x)dx for a non-negative locally integrable 
function w on X. 
PROOF. Let s = :Z::J=1 CjXEi' where each Cj =/= 0 is a complex number, each Ej E M 
is non-empty with µ(Ej) < oo, and Ej n Ei = 0 if j =/=- i. Since µ is a regular measure, 
for each j we can find a non-empty compact set J{j and an open set Uj such that 
I<j ~ Ej ~ Uj, µ(Uj \ I<j) < t/k, 
uj n ui = 0, j =!= i. 
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By a well-known result in differential calculus, there exists gj E 'D(X) with the following 
properties: 
0:::; 9j :::; 1; 9j = 1 on Kj; supp 9j ~ Uj, 
Put g = I:]=1 Cj9j· Then, clearly g E 'D(X), and 
It follows that 
g(x) = Cj = s(x), x E Kj, 
g(x) =ll = s(x), x (}. uJ=1 Uj, 
k 
µ({x: g(x) -:f. s(x)}):::; "f:,µ(Uj \ Kj) < E, 
j=l 
sup jg(x)j=m;:i,xjcj!= sup js(x)j. 
xERn J xERn 
Since the set of simple functions is dense in L~(X), 0 < p < oo, we deduce that 
'D(X) is also dense in L~(X). 
In the rest of this note we shall use C to denote a positive constant which might 
change at each occurrence. 
2 Bernstein's theorem on inhomogeneous spaces 
Hereafter we use F to denote the Fourier transform. 
Theorem 2.1 Let 1 < p:::; r < oo and -oo <a< oo. 
(i) Assume that w E AcX) 1 and µ is a non-negative measurable function such that 
there exists M > 0 for which 
µ(t)l-r 1 
(1 + ltl)M dt < oo . (1) 
If 
!IF f llr,µ :::; Cllf llp,w (2) 
for all f ES, then 
F : Bcx,w -t I{cx,µ 
p,q r,q 
is bounded for all O < q :::; oo. 
(ii) Assume that µ E A00 , and w is a non-negative measurable function such that 
there exists N > 0 for which 
w(x) 1-p' 
(1 + jxj)N dx < oo . (3) 
If (2) holds for all f E S, then 
is bounded for all O < q :::; oo. 
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! . 
PROOF. We start with the proof of (i). Note that by (1), functions in L: have slow 
growth (at infinity), so that L: ~ S' (continuous embedding). Proposition 1.1 and (2) 
then imply that the Fourier transform :Fis uniquely extended to L'fv, and (2) holds for 
every f E L'fv. (Note that, although L'fv may not be embedded in S', :Ff has the usual 
meaning for f E S' n L'fv.) Let f E B;,;t, Wt(x) = W(x, t) = (41rttnf2e-lxl2 / 4t be the 
Gauss-Weierstrass kernel on R++l, and u(·, t) =Wt* f. By an argument similar to the 
proof of Lemma 4 in [3] and using the characterization of the weighted Besov spaces 
via temperatures in [5], it can be shown that, for each t > 0, :Ff = J = etlel2 u( ·, t) is a 
function having slow growth. Let Ii = {l : 2i-1 :s; lel :s; 2i+1 }, j = ±1, ±2, ... , and let 
Io= {l: Ill :s; 2}. Fix j = 1, 2, .... Then, since 
in Ij, we deduce from (2) that 
It follows that 
j+l 
:Ff= I: :F(ipk * f) 
k=j-1 
{t, [2;" u, IFf(Ol'µ(f)d[rrr 
< C (t,(2;"11,/,; * fll,,w)') l/q 
< CllfllB;,:t· 
Since we have a similar estimate for (fro l:Ff(eW µ(0dt)11r, we conclude that 
11:FfllK~;f' :s; CllfllB;;;· 
We now turn to the proof of (ii). First note that by (3), functions in K;,t have slow 
growth, so that K;,t ~ S' and :F is defined on K;,;t. Choose the function e in §1 such 
that Bis radial; this implies that Ji(-l) = Ji(l) for all e, Let g E K;,;t, Then 
IJ7/Jj * 9llr,µ 11:F( Jj(-·)g)llr,µ 
- 11:F(Jjg)llr,µ 
< c11Jjgllp,w 
< C (fr, lg(x)l'w(x)dx) i/, 
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By a similar argument, we obtain 
The above two estimates imply the conclusion in (ii). 
REMARK. There are many weighted estimates for the Fourier transform in the 
literature (see e.g. [2], [10], [13]), and our theorem can be used to sharpen these results. 
We just mention two such examples below. 
In [13], B. Muckenhoupt proved that if 1 < p::; 2, and there exists A> 0 such that 
~~~ (tµ(x)>At}µ(x)dx). (tw(x)<tP-1} w(x)I-p'dx) < oo' 
then 
l!Ffllp1,µ::; Cllfllp,w · 
If w E Ap, then L'fv ~ Bi:-:: (see §1). Ifµ also satisfies (1) with r' replaced by p, then F 
is bounded from Bi:-:: to Ki:~. As the inclusions L'fv ~ Bi;-:; and Ki;~ ~ Lt' are usually 
strict, our result sharpens Muckenhoupt's in this case. 
Another example is the result by J. Benedetto, H. Heinig and R. Johnson ([2]), where 
they proved that, if 1 < p::; 2, w E Ap is even on R1, then 
IIFfllp,µ::; Cllfllp,w , 
where µ(e) = lt!P-2w(l/t), t E R 1. (Note thatµ E Ap by a result of R. Johnson and 
C. Neugebauer.) By our theorem Fis bounded from Lfv = Ki;; to Bi:t- As Bi:t ~ Lt, 
our theorem improves the above result of Benedetto, Heinig and Johnson. 
3 Bernstein's theorem on homogeneous spaces 
To describe the integrability of distributions in iJ;:t, we need to introduce the homoge-
neous versions of K-spaces 
Kc;,µ = {f : llfll ,~·a,µ = p,q ''•p,q 
( ('° (tCTP r lf(x)IPµ(x)dx)q/p dt)l/q < oo}' Jo Jht:$lxl:$c5t} t 
where 1 , 8, p, q and a are the same as in § 1, and µ is a non-negative, measurable function. 
Then each I<:;,,: is a quasi-Banach space. Moreover, when µ = 1, we shall drop µ from 
all notations. Note that properties similar to ( a) - ( d) in §1 hold for the k-spaces. For 
example, if 1 < p ::; Aj+i/ Aj ::; O' < co, j = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , then 
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is an equivalent quasi-norm on f<;,,:. 
When p = oo, we also consider the unweighted Herz space i<!,oo equipped with the 
norm 
llfllkg,, 00 sup ta JJ f X{'"Yt<lxl<St} !Joo t>O - -
~ s~p A5JJfX{>-j~JxJ:s;>-j+1}lloo· 
J 
For an open set X in Rn, as in §1, we use V(X) to denote the space of infinitely 
differentiable functions with compact supports in X, and V'(X) its dual, the space of 
distributions in X. 
Theorem 3.1 Let 1 < p ~ r < oo, 0 < q ~ oo and -oo <a< oo. 
(i) Assume that w E A00 , µ is a non-negative measurable function for which µ1-r' is 
locally integrable on Rn\ { 0}. If 
IIFfllr,µ ~ CJJ!llm~ (4) 
for all f E S such that J E V(R n \ { 0}), then F is bounded from iJ;,·t to f<~;t. 
(ii) Assume that µ E A00 ) and that w is a non-negative measurable Junction such 
that there are real numbers a, b for which 
(5) 
If 
JJF flJr,µ ~ CJJfllp,w (6) 
for all f E V(Rn\{O} )} then F 1 appropriately defined} is bounded from f<;,;t to B~f · 
PROOF. We begin with the proof of (i). First, note that, since µ1-r' is locally 
integrable on Rn\ { 0}, functions in L: are also locally integrable there, so that L~ ~ 
V'(Rn\ {O}) ( continuous embedding). 
Let g E H'fv. Then by [4, Lemma 4.4], there is a sequence {gJ·} in S such that each 
flj = F gj is in V(R n \ { 0}) and gj ---+ g in H'fv ( and hence in S'). It follows from ( 4) that 
{Fgj} is a Cauchy sequence in L:, so that there exists h EL: for which 
Fgi---+ h 
in L~ and hence in V'(Rn\ {O} ). On the other hand 
Fgi---+ Fg 
in S', and we deduce that 
Fg= h 
in V'(Rn\ {O} ). Moreover, if F g = 0 in a neighbourhood of the origin, then Fg = h in 
S', and ( 4) holds for g, i.e., 
IIFgJJr,µ ~ CJJgllm~· 
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Let f E B;,'qw· Then each 'lpj * f is in H! with :F( 'lpj * f) = 0 in a neighbourhood of 
the origin, so that by the above observation we have 
for every j. Since 
j+l 
Ff= I: :F(1Pj*n 
k=j-1 
in lj = {2j-i < !el :::; 2j+1 }, a similar argument to the proof of (i) of Theorem 2.1 
implies that 
11:Ffllf<<>,µ :::; Cllfll.13<>,W, 
r,q p,q 
Before proceeding on with the proof of (ii), let us extend the Fourier transform to 
i<;,t. (Note that f<;,;t may not be contained in S', so the Fourier transform is not 
automatically defined for functions in f<;,·t.) Let 
Then 
So = { cp E S : f xK,rp( x )dx = 0 for every multi-index K }. }Rn 
So= :F(So) = {c/> ES: DK,cp(O) = 0 for every multi-index K}, 
S' - S'/P 0 - ' 
the space of tempered distributions modulo polynomials, and 
s~ = S' I { distributions supported at the origin}. 
Since So is dense in S~ and :F is an isomorphism between So and So ( as Frechet spaces), 
:F is uniquely extended to a~ isomorphism between 56 and Sb; 
Next we shall show that K;,·t is continously embedded in S6, so that :Fis defined on 
f<;,'qw. For this aim, let f E k;,;t and cp E 50 . Then, since cp E S has partial derivatives 
of all orders which vanish at the origin, 
for all 1e1 :::; 2, and 
for all 1e1 ~ 1. It follows that 
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by (5) and the embedding i<;,·t ~ i<;,,:,. Hence f<;,·t ~ SfJ as claimed. 
The proof of (ii) is then completed in a way similar to the proof of of Theorem 2.l(ii). 
REMARK. Besides the papers mentioned previously, there are others dealing with 
weighted estimates for functions with vanishing moments (see [1], [8], [16], [17]), and 
our theorem can be applied to the type of weight functions considered in these papers 
to improve a number of weighted estimates for the Fourier tranform contained therein, 
in a similar way to the Remark to Theorem 2.1. 
4 An application to multipliers 
We shall use the results obtained in previous sections to study multipliers on weighted 
Besov spaces. Though we shall deal only with homogeneous spaces, similar results hold 
for inhomogeneous ones, and precise formulations for the latter case are left to the 
interested reader. 
First we recall the following Pitt's inequality, of which the result by Muckenhoupt is 
an extension. 
PITT'S INEQUALITY. Assume that 1 < p ~ r < oo, and 
0 ~a< p- 1, 
Then 
r b = -(a+ 1) - r + 1 2 0. p (7) 
(8) 
By our Theorem 3.1, (8) implies that F is a bounded operator from B;}vlna to 
J{~9lxl-n° for all a and all q. Let /3 and c be real numbers, and m and g be measurable 
functions. Assume that p < r. Then, withs= pr/(r - p), Holder's inequality implies 
that 
(1, lm(x)g(x)IPlxl"'dx) l/p '.'.: C>.'J' (J,, lg(x)l'lxl-"'dx) if, (J,, lm(x)l'dx) if,, 
where e = c/p + b/r, Ij = {Aj ~ !xi ~ >.Hi}, and 1 < p ~ Aj+1 /Aj ~ O' < oo for 
j = 0, ±1, ±2, .... It follows that 
\\mg\\}···f3,lxlnc ~ C\\g\\ · .. a,\x\-nb \\m\\f{/3-a+ne ~ C\lg\\K. a,lx\-nb \\m\lK· {3-a,\xlne, 
\.p,q l'\.r,q s,oo r,q s,oo 
If p = r, we similarly obtain the inequality 
Next assume that 
0 ~ d < 1, p c= -(d-1) +p-12 0. 
r 
(9) 
Then Pitt's inequality and our Theorem 3.1 imply that ;::-1 is bounded from i<t,~xlnc 
to .Bf,91xl-nd. Since c/p + b/r = a/p + d/r by (7) and (9), we have proved the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 4.1 Assume that 1 < p:::; r < oo, and a, d are non-negative real numbers for 
which (7) and (9) hold. Puts= pr/(r - p) and e = a/p + d/r. Then 
f r+ :;:-i ( mJ) 
is a bounded operator from _Ba,lxln" into _B.6,lxl-nd for any m E i{.6-a+ne = i{.6-a,lxlne p,q r,q , s,oo s,oo , 
and for. all a, (3 and q. Moreover,jhe operator norm is dominated by a constant multiple 
_ of the I< -norm of m. 
REMARK. The results in Theorem 4.1 complement those in [6]. 
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